
Open Meeting Law Complaint
Date August 13, 2020

Date and location of alleged violation:
 August, 6 2020 5:30 PM TOWNNEWPORT VT SELECTBOARD MEETING  - clerk’s office via 
Zoom, 102 Vance hill Road, Newport Center. VT 

Complaint against the public body of Newport Center,Vermont for alleged violation of Vermont’s 
Open Meeting Laws. Pursuant to 1 V.S.A. § 314  -  any person aggrieved by a violation of that law 
must provide the public body with written notice that alleges specific violations and requests a 
specific cure of such violations 

Complainant’s Name: 
Barry Sahagian 46 Vance Hill Road Newport Center, VT 05857

 Public body that is alleged to have violated the law: Town Newport Select Board: 
Steve Barrup, Gerry Waterman, Richard Gossilin 

Complaint and Statute 

I allege that my right to get accountability on town expenses at an open meeting has been violated. 
I was seeking details on when the water billing resulting from recent improvements were made, 
would be implemented. The towns people have been anxiously waitng to see what the new rate is 
going to be and have been waiting over a year. Other residents have asked the question recently and 
no transparency or even discussions have been provided by the Seletmen. 

Statute 
(Cite as: 1 V.S.A. § 311) § 311. Declaration of public policy; short title (a) In enacting this 
subchapter, the legislature finds and declares that public commissions, boards, and councils and 
other public agencies in this State exist to aid in the conduct of the people's business and are 
accountable to them pursuant to Chapter I, Article VI of the Vermont Constitution. 

Details:
On this Meeting I was asking the select board chair about when a rate structure for our water system
would be implemented. Many of the municipal water users, including myself have been asking 
these questions. Steve Barrup has been dodging the questions and will not allow discussion..  The 
other two selectmen have an arrangement with Steve that allows them to not participate in decisions
about the water system grant, so they are not informed enough to answer our questions.  This 
arrangement they have has alleged legal infraction  and is an issue that needs to be discussed at 
another time. 

I tried to reason with Steve at the meeting, it was hopeless. He simply would not provide the 
municipal water users any transparency.  He is clearly trying to obfuscate the municipal water users 
about money spent, progress and details of the water sytem grant.   This is the second complaint 
filed in the last year on this issue of tranparency in the water system and grant. 

Steve Barrup seems to in total control of all the activity for the Grant money and decisions 
concerning a recent 750,000 grant to rebuild our municipal water system.  There were 9 meetings to
make the contract decisions in 2018 – 2019 where Steve Barraup has an arrangement with the other 
two selectmen where in they would not have to attend these meeting nor were they updated on the 
decisions at these meetings. 



 This lack of transparency and allowing one man to handle all decisions is not acceptable in a 
democratic system.  When there is no transparency on how money is spent in government,  it most 
often results in a revelation of money being mishandled and corruption as was the case in Coventry 
where the town clerk embezzled hundreds of thousands of dollars from the town budget by hiding 
transactions and not being transparent about town business as Steve Barrup is allegedly doing 
presently. 

WE have the right to know details on business the town is conducting and we are being refused 
transparency.  This is a violation of our first amendment rights and open meeting law which is the 
basis of this complaint and an issue that crosses over to other town business, lack of transparency.  

As usual, I expect the select board to vote unanimously there was no wrong doing as they have done
in all other complaints filed about the actions of these Selectmen.

The Selectmen have the right to do this as I have the right file complaints and court action.  They 
can deny these allegations, but they can not deny our rights.  I reserve the right to file complaints 
and court action if I feel my rights have been violated as I have done on this complaint with very 
good reason. 

Filing these complaint to get answers could all be avoided if there was opportunity to discuss the 
laws and the business of the town at meetings. THERE IS NO DISCUSSION POSSIBLE on 
TOWN BUSINESS WHERE THERE IS SUBSTANTIAL MONEY IS INVOLVED. 
However when there is a discussion on purchasing and installing street signs or other small items,  
ample time is allowed by the selectboard for the discussions of these minimal expense items.

Cure 
Schedule a special meeting to discuss the current issues of the water system where Steve Barrup 
would be present to answer questions to townspeople to their satisfaction without time limits, 
without subterfuge and without question dodging.  We need and demand transparency, compliance  
to the law and our constitution.  
According to James Madison, other scholars and statesmen " Transparency  is the cornerstone of 
Democracy".   Because this is supposed to be a democracy where every voice has equal value and 
importance.  


